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My son has had issues with his bowels since birth. After many GI appts a fellow autism mom suggested using this 
since my son is gluten free dairy free. Since using it my son has been able to use the restroom with no issues. It’s 
not a cure all but it helps big time. 5 stars 4/6/22

Used this for my 12 year old with food allergies and ADHD and who is a picky eater and not the best diet. 
Worked great and he was definitely more regular within the first few days. It’s almost tasteless so it was easy to 
have him take with no complaints. Would def buy again! 5 stars 4/4/22

We have tried different products for my daughters chronic constipation - this is doing the job! It taste good to 
her and we do not need to mix it with anything. 5 stars 4/1/22

My son is five and we’ve dealt with chronic constipation since he was two. It’s been horrible and scary with a 
few ER trips because he would not go. We’ve done liquid suppositories, laxatives, Miralax, fiber gummies, fiber 
snacks.. etc. I bought this because of its reviews and was just hoping they were true. I just put in my second 
order since we’re going to run out soon and I figured I should add a review that this stuff works wonders! No 
more painful bowel movements. He is going almost daily. The fear of using the restroom that he had is finally 
gone! He drinks a cap full everyday and he tells me it’s yummy. His poop is soft now. TMI, but if you deal with a 
constipated kid, you know how it is. I highly recommend! 5 stars 3/31/22

My daughter has always been constipated... I add this to her smoothie everyother day and it’s keeps her soft an 
regular! 5 stars 3/27/22

I use this everyday for my 2 kids who have extremely limited diets and constipation. This goes into their daily 
smoothies and it really helps keep them regular. We will continue to use it and highly recommend it. 5 stars 
3/19/22

We have struggled to find a product that works for my son that he also will take without complaint and that we 
feel comfortable giving to him. This is it! 5 stars 3/18/22

I cannot even express my gratitude for this product. My daughter is 3.5 and has suffered from belly aches and 
constipation. Fear of going and leaky butt and accidents. Sensory issues and extreme meltdowns. Potty training 
for #2 has been so challenging. We have tried pedia-lax, and Miralax (I didn’t want long term use of this after 
researching) , avoiding binding foods and encouraging natural foods to help her go.

Within TWO weeks we have a brand new kid on our hands! No more pain. Regular bowel moveMents, no 
accidents, no fear and no more bloating. Sensory issues are fading and no huge meltdowns since she started this 
and she’s eating so much! As you can imagine, I’m feeling like this is a MIRCACLE. 

Thank you! Thank you! We put half a cap ish in her OJ in the am and down it goes! She’s excited to take it as she 
understands how much it has helped her! 5 stars 3/12/22

“Update: This stuff is amazing!! It has been a couple months of continuous use, and my son is STILL going poop 
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everyday without pain. I am so happy to be done with Miralax.

HyFiber is a phenomenal product. My son has been on miralax his whole life (4.5 yrs) and the dr just wanted 
to up his dosage of miralax and add exlax everyday. I heard about this product from a mama on Instagram and 
thought I would give it a try. Holy moly!! This stuff works! My son has now been off of miralax and exlax for the 
last month. He is finally pooping everyday, instead of once or twice a week. When he goes, he isn’t screaming, 
crying or bleeding anymore. He told me he likes to poop now! He also doesn’t hold it in for fear of pain. I just 
recieved our second order of HyFiber. Give it a try! You WILL NOT be disappointed!!!” 5 stars 3/11/22

My 3 year old has had issues with constipation, frequency and texture of stool for at least a year. We have tried 
EVERYTHING (Miralax, Milk of Magnesia, every type of fruit and juice, cutting out dairy and carbs, probiotics 
with fiber, etc.) and prior to this, they were going maybe once a week and it was rock hard. They are now going 
everyday or every other day and it is much softer. This product is literally life changing and has taken away so 
much stress. Also love that it’s natural and a pharmacist friend told me it’s safe for daily use. I would recommend 
it to anyone! My toddler didn’t like the taste, so we mix it with something. 5 stars 3/11/22

This product is amazing. My friend recommended it as we both have kids with Down Syndrome who suffer from 
constipation. I’ve avoided Miralax because I don’t want to create a dependency, and I was just putting a lot of 
fiber in his diet like flax seeds, chia seeds and the like. Recently he had to undergo open heart surgery and had to 
go on a low fat diet after that, so I lost a lot of my fiber options. Well I started the Hyfiber then and immediately 
he was pooping better than he ever has!!! We use a half cap in the morning and a half cap in the afternoon/
evening. We mix it into juice and he doesn’t notice any difference. Thank you so much Hyfiber!!!! 5 stars 3/10/22

My son has struggled with constipation since he was 1. I have tried prunes, chiropractors, Culturelle, and Miralax. 
Nothing has worked as well as this! I am sooo happy I found this product! 5 stars 3/2/22

My kids love the taste and it’s been working well for them. My son with Celiac takes it everyday and I’m seeing an 
improvement in him not being so constipated. I’m ready to order my second bottle 5 stars 2/21/22

My daughter is on the spectrum so her diet sucks. With in 2 days my girl is more regular with out exstream 
constipation. The tast is really mild and its clear so it was easy to hid in her water. I was tiered of using miralax 
to help keep her regular. 5 stars 2/20/22

This is a great natural product and it works!! 5 stars 2/18/22

Es un producto muy útil en la prevención de los problemas de estreñimiento en los niños. 5 stars 2/17/22

In 10 years of using Amazon, I’ve never written a review, but I’m writing this for all the parents who are 
desperately searching for something to help their kids. My 20 month old son has an underlying health 
condition which required some of his colon to be removed. He has struggled with constipation to the point 
of hospitalization and surgery. He was on a capful of Miralax for weeks (which I wasn’t comfortable with), 
eating exlax chocolate bars, tons of dietary fiber, and we were even doing high volume enemas to try and give 
him relief. He even had Botox injections to no avail. He began withholding because the pain was so bad and 
developed severe fissures. We were to the point that we were barely leaving the house because his constipation 
pain was so severe. I ordered this on a whim after a recommendation from another mother. 

I am SO happy and relieved to say that he now has soft bowel movements EVERY DAY after taking a half a dose 



of this every night. I waited to post this review in case it was a fluke, but after two weeks, I feel comfortable to 
say IT WORKS. 

We had to play around with the dosing, and it took a few days for it to begin working. At one point, he even 
had diarrhea (something we’d never thought we’d say). We do 8 ml at bedtime, and he has a stool every morning 
with no side effects. 

If you’re wondering it this is worth the money, DO IT. I can’t recommend enough. Thanks to Hyfiber, my child 
has quality of life again.” 5 stars 2/13/22

This helps add much needed fiber to my son’s diet, since he is a picky eater. He doesn’t mind taking it as it does 
not have a strong flavor (which is good!). Took a few days to work, but it has been great to our daily routine to 
get this kid regular. 5 stars 2/11/22

It worked as she had a bowel movement shortly after taking it, but it causes her stomach discomfort. Tried it for 
a few days to make sure that it wasn’t something else. 3 stars 2/7/22

Highly recommend if your child has potty issues! Works great! And he has no problem taking, I just add to his 
drink. 5 stars 2/2/22

So at first I was bummed because I wanted it to work right away (for some it may but for my 4YO it didn’t) she’s 
suffered since birth with poop issues!!! I gave it more time and kept giving it to her (I’d mix it with some almond 
milk and prune juice and warm up a little and she LOVES it!) The best part is almost down to the bottom of the 
first bottle and she is FINALLY going poop and with NO ENEMA!!! SOoooo if it’s not working right away give it 
time..may need double the fiber (but build up to that) but yes it works!!!! Thank GOD!!! 5 stars 2/2/22

For any parent that has dealt with a child’s chronic constipation, this is your miracle! After almost 4 years of 
trouble the issue seems to have come to an end. The idea of getting fiber through a drink is genius! We add it 
to juice, pop, or whatever I can get down her. I am one happy mama because I have one happy girl! Paired with 
Culturelle Kids Probiotic plus Fiber it’s a perfect pair. Give it a try. You have nothing to lose!! 5 stars 2/2/22

After trying various products, this is the only one that works and that will my daughter will actually take (she’s 
picky). Makes my daughter go within the hour, and only took a few days to make her stool softer. Easy to mix 
into juice, and she drinks it without issue. Will continue to buy. 5 stars 2/1/22

My boys both occasionally get constipated so I sought out a product that we could use that would help keep 
them regular. This does the job thankfully! Would recommend! 5 stars 1/31/22

This worked great for my kids who have inconsistent bowel schedules and dose times get constipated. We’ve 
tried several brands and this worked the best and tasted the best. 5 stars 1/27/22

This is really  5 stars 1/19/22

After 3 years of daily Miralax I finally found something more natural that works on him. 1/12/22



Struggled for two years for my son to poop without straining or struggling. I’m so glad we found this! 5 stars 
1/9/22

My 3 year old was having reoccurring constipation issues. He would wait too long that it became uncomfortable 
to use the restroom and he started becoming afraid of using going poop. After a few days of using this he 
started using the bathroom more consistently. After a few weeks he was no longer afraid of going poop. I would 
recommend this product. I have even sent a bottle to a couple friends having issues with their kids as well. I have 
tried a number of products with no luck, this is now something we use daily. 5 stars 1/6/22

This has helped my son so much! My son is on the spectrum and struggled with chronic constipation for 8 years. 
He has a megacolon and this has helped soften his bowels for easier movements. You just have to find the right 
dose. Third time buying this bottle. I have tried so many other things and HyFiber is a winner!! Hope this stays 
around forever because I will continue to buy it. 5 stars 1/1/22

This is a amazing product,it works exactly as prescribed and we could not be more pleased. The company is top 
knotch and quick to deliver.Share this review with others . I totally stand by this product. 5 stars 12/31/21

Doctors recommended miralax but i wasn’t giving my 14 month old that crap found this and it was a game 
changer 5 stars 12/30/21

Glad I found this product. It’s just want I needed to incorporate fiber into my child’s daily nutrition intake. It has 
improved their metabolism supporting regularity. It also taste fine, my child has no issues just drinking it, if I don’t 
mix it into a beverage. 4 stars 12/23/21

My 5yr old needs fiber supplements regularly due to picky eating. This one recommends you add to water but I 
give him a spoonful instead and have him drink water after. The taste is very mild and it hasn’t been an issue for 
him to take it this way. It seems to be working just as well as other supplements we’ve used, but the single spoon 
method is much more convenient than blending powder into a drink. 5 stars 12/17/21

Finally, we are not giving my daughter enemas anymore! We tried SO many things to help my daughter’s 
constipation: prescription medications, over-the-counter medications, chiropractic care, diet changes. Those 
things helped some, but we would still get to a point where the only thing that would work was an enema. Since 
trying HyFiber for Kids, we have not had to give a single enema! My daughter loves the taste and now she asks 
for it every night. We weaned her off all medications and now just use the HyFiber for Kids once at bedtime. 
This has changed our lives! Thank you for this product!  5 stars 12/14/21

Wow! This has really helped my 5 year old that has struggled with Constipation for almost all of his life. He has 
been on miralax for years as well and still struggled to have consistent bowl movements. We have been using 
this product for almost a month now and I’m SO happy to say he is off miralax fully and has more almost regular 
bowl movements without discomfort! Thank you so much for making this product! 5 stars 12/7/21

She poops! She poops! She poops in the potty! 

This stuff has been such a lifesaver for us and our 3-year-old daughter. She just always had constipation issues 
no matter what else we tried, and getting her to drink a whole cup of whatever we put Miralax in was always 
very difficult. We started giving her a capful of this every morning about 5 months ago and she’s had almost zero 



poop issues since then. 

We call it her “special juice” and she knows the doctor wants her to have it every day (this is true) and she 
gulps it fast now. She used to resist a bit but I think the taste grew on her fairly quickly. I’ve had it myself and it’s 
perfectly pleasant. We have not had to otherwise change my daughter’s diet (which is a fairly typical diet for her 
age but could be better - very few veggies are consumed). 

I highly recommend trying this if you’re in a similar situation. Also, we started with a half cap full at first and 
now we do a full one. She’s very tall for her age, so a smaller child might need less. It is gentle, my 4yr old has 
no negative reaction to it and it does produce bowel movements. I just mix it with his apple juice. I’m thankful 
because after four long hard years this is something I can use daily or as needed with confidence!! 5 stars 
11/17/21

I’m a nurse- my 6 year old has been chronically constipated for 5.5 years. Has had 2 rounds of anal Botox, 4 
years of miralax, numerous fiber gummies, fiber rich foods, probiotics, pre biotics, and tons of over the counter 
products. We were at the point of giving suppositories every other day for her to have a bowel movement. 
We started this a month ago and she has NOT had to use anything else for bowel movements. I seriously can’t 
believe how awesome this works. She goes every other day now and doesn’t require any other medication! If 
you’re contemplating buying this, DO IT!!!! Seriously, buy this stuff! 5 stars 11/1/21

My daughter had a very hard time transitioning to solids and whole milk at 1 year old. We introduced this and 
within a few days she was able to “go” like normal again. No signs of stomach pain. Highly recommend! 5 stars 
10/31/21

This has been a god send!! My almost 4 year old has always had constipation and GI issues since he was a 
few months old. He has hypotonia (low muscle tone) and a milk protein Allergy. He’s GI dr always prescribes 
medication that either doesn’t work or makes him have the runs.. nothing to make him regular. So after 
researching myself and getting the okay to discontinue lactulose by his GI dr, we started taking this and we are 
no longer on any medication. He has regular bowl movements and doesn’t have to strain anymore. I followed the 
advice of another reviewer by starting slow. The first time we had the full dose my poor little guy had lots of gas 
and discomfort so the second round we did 5 ml and increase every three days to the recommended dose! No 
issues. Now since he has become regular we take hyfiber every other day and works great for us! Thank you for 
making this!! Five stars all around!! 5 stars 10/30/21

I tried it all with my 3 year old and this is the only product that worked. 5 stars 10/22/21

The pediatricians recommended Miralax every day and I noticed aggressive behavior and mood swings in my 
daughter so took her off of it. A person on a widely known fb group for parents against miralax suggested this 
so I purchased it and it took us out of some dark times in dealing with toddler constipation. She goes much 
easier now! 5 stars 10/20/21

My 16 month old grandson was always constipated. His parents tried switching out formulas, adding probiotics, 
adding fruit juice to his bottle, but nothing seemed to work well. I saw HyFiber while researching for remedies. 
After reading the reviews, I decided to order a bottle, with the approval of his pediatrician. All I can say is that 
this stuff is an absolute life saver! He is normal now. No more straining, crying and going 3-4 days without a 
bowel movement. 5 stars 10/20/21



My son is special needs with a rare genetic disease and he constantly has trouble pooping he’s been on this stuff 
less than a week and is already becoming more and more regular every day! I can’t express how happy this makes 
me prolonged use of laxatives can make the problem worse. I would also like to add this company is excellent 
and caring the bottle I received was leaking and they instantly mailed me a new bottle. They accidentally sent the 
one for adults but I’m not complaining they were so nice and instantly resolved the issue I just cut the dosage 
in half and we’ve had great results. Don’t hesitate to try this product. Even my 8 year old likes the taste and she 
hates everything lol. 5 stars 10/18/21

My son has spina bifida and has had bowel issues since he was a baby. We’ve used glycerine enemas, changed 
his diet, prune juice, the whole nine yards. Finally I stumbled across this gem and boy am I one happy momma. 
I started giving him a low dose at first, only half a cup mixed in with orange Gatorade or juice and I noticed a 
difference immediately. He is not a kid that likes the taste of medicine, heck he won’t even take fiber gummies 
(which taste amazing in my opinion) but he totally does not mind the taste of fiber liquid at all. I’m happy to say, 
that he has “normal” healthy stools since taking this. No diarrhea so far (although it makes him have really stinky 
gas). 4 stars 9/25/21

Just a capful or less each day and your child (or adult) will not get constipated. Love that it’s not addictive and 
natural. 5 stars 9/20/21

My 3 year old son was taking Miralax everyday for a year and a half to treat his constipation. We made the 
switch to this and also made some diet changes… it has made a huge difference. I put 1/2 cap full in his chocolate 
Pediasure shake and he can’t even taste it. 5 stars 9/11/21

Seems to work well for the grans.... just add it to some juice and they get their daily fiber... shouldn’t replace food 
as a fiber source, but when it is needed this will help! 5 stars 9/7/21

We are just over 2+weeks of using this product daily and we are starting to see some good results hoping this 
continues. 5 stars 9/4/21

After 3+ years of trying pediatrician recommended Miralax, and a year of gastrointerologist recommended ex-
lax, my friend stumbled across this and I figured I would try. My daughter gave me no hard time with taking it, 
and said it even tasted good! After 2 days she was going to the bathroom with ease. No crying, no with holding. 
Very happy with this stuff! Highly recommend. 5 stars 9/1/21

Orange flavor doesn’t taste bad but my son still gives me a hard time drinking it . I sneak it in his orange juice. 4 
stars 8/29/21

If you have a child who suffers constipation, Hyfiber for Kids is a must have. It has made my child’s poop a 
perfect consistency and easy to pass. 5 stars 8/7/21

We mix a little Gatorade with it and my son doesn’t notice it at all. His stool has become very manageable with 
this. 5 stars 8/5/21



i have tried so many products for YEARS - my kids ask for this and it helped almost immediately. I am so glad to 
have finally found something to help my littles tummies. 5 stars 8/3/21

My 4 year old was having problems being very constipated. He would struggle to have a bowel movement and 
would be in tears and screaming. Two different doctors had us keep upping doses of Miralax. The Miralax didn’t 
help and I feel like it made it harder for him to have a bowel movement. I say this product recommended by a 
Facebook page I follow. So decided to try it out. We have been using this everyday for 2 months now and we 
have noticed a huge difference with our 4 year old. No more straining to go. He has been very regular and hasn’t 
had any problems with constipation. Would recommend this to everyone. 5 stars 7/29/21

I was waiting on writing this because I wasn’t sure it was working. My daughter is 2.5, I found this product 
through other parents dealing with constipated kids. I stuck with it, even though every doctor wanted her on 
miralax. I only gave it to her twice after a hospital stay. I have tried it all. This works! I hope it helps your kids as 
well. 5 stars 7/28/21

The best product! In my case nothing worked until I find this, Because he was very constipated I give him the 
cap full in a small amount of juice, when he is better just half cup. He it’s 2 years old and now he is completely 
regulated. 5 stars 7/25/21

Highly recommend for all of the family 5 stars 7/25/21

This stuff works. My two year old has always struggled with his bowel movements. We started this and he’s been 
regular ever since. If your little one struggles, give this a try. You won’t be disappointed. 5 stars 7/15/21

My granddaughter has be struggling with constipation for a long time. She was given miralax by the dr but I 
wasn’t to happy with the results. Thought I give this a try, it’s easy to administer i just add it to her milk or juice 
and it keeps everything going smooth!

She no longer strains and hurts like she used to, finally some relief. 5 stars 7/15/21

Good product works for constipation when used as directed along with adequate water. Good option when 
your toddler isn’t eating much or being picky with foods. 5 stars 7/8/21

My 3 year old struggled so bad with constipation and withholding... doctors only know how to prescribe miralax 
and exlax... which work but are risky and I never felt right about giving it to him. This product is perfect! I put it 
in an orange pineapple juice he likes and he drinks it no problem. And goes no problem :)

great product! Thank you :) 5 stars 7/6/21

This really helped my daughter get the extra fiber she needed 5 stars 6/21/21



I bought this product to try on both my 14 month old and my 8 year old. My 8 year old has dealt with 
constipation her entire life. By day 3 completely regular (that was on half of recommended douse). It took a little 
longer for my 14 month old, we stuck with it for a week, sure enough pain free and regular! 5 stars 6/18/21

Works great for my 7yrs old who has had troubles going literally her entire life! It’s in liquid for and does not 
have the gritty texture of metamucil. 5 stars 6/4/21

Works as promised, without harsh side effects. Good flavor too. Easy to consume as well. 5 stars 5/29/21

Son is autistic been to many appointments for Chronic Constipation, including ER Visits and this Stuff WORKS!!! 
You would think GI doctors and hospitals would talk about the very importance of fiber in any childs diet, 
especially if G-Tube fed. Thank you so much for this and I would recommend highly!! Took 1 day to work for my 
son, 1 full 10mL syringe in the AM and PM daily.. no pain just soft poop. BUY BUY BUY!!! 5 stars 5/29/21

My son is 18 months and he had a really hard time going #2, however, now after taking this for 10 days ,he 
is now going every other day.Before this product I tried alot of other products and this one really works. My 
husband and I finally have a peace of mine . This product is awesome. 5 stars 5/28/21

Perfect for the picky toddler. Clear in color and not a strong flavor. 5 stars 5/24/21

Love this, I put it in my 18mon old milk or drink and it has helped her more than probiotics or anything else. 
Also,.my 8yr old son has been constipated for years and this product is God sent!! I don’t have to keep using 
laxatives or anything. 5 stars 5/18/21

My 2.5 year old has always been constipated! I highly recommend especially for kids who have food sensory 
challenges like my son. Put in his milk, and he goes regularly now. Took about 2 weeks to fully work consistently. 
We pair this with probiotic powder. 5 stars 5/15/21

The first order I placed was marked as delivered, but hadn’t been. Customer service was fast at sending out a 
replacement, no problems whatsoever! Items arrived a few days later. Was impressed with how fast the issue 
was resolved. As for the product itself, my son has encopresis, and we seriously needed something to help 
regulate him, after the many fails with fiber gummies and powders. After 1 month on this product, my child is 
much more regular, and has ease usimg the restroom. Couldn’t recommend this product more! 5 stars 5/13/21

We’ve been using this for a couple of weeks now and this has been the only thing that got my kids regular! I’ve 
tried everything and my little one was on Miralax for awhile. I wanted to get her off and good thing I tried this. 
This works fast too!! Really recommended! 5 stars 5/2/21

This product it really works I give them thumbs up.My daughter finally can go do easy on her 2 hurray for this 
product 5 stars 4/24/21

This stuff works wonders for kiddos suffering from constipation. Because it helps, my daughter tolerates the 
taste...I would compare it to over concentrated Gatorade. I usually having a chaser nearby. 5 stars 4/19/21



This stuff is amazing! After many laxatives and other products not working we gave this a try and it has been a 
life savor! 5 stars 4/19/21

I had been given my daughter Miralax daily for many years. I was becoming uncomfortable with her dependence 
on this product. I found Hyfiber and it works great. I have been able to reduce her use to every other day and 
she is still staying regular. She loves the flavor and is able to take it not mix with any liquid just like a normal 
drink. We serve it in a small cup beside her cup of milk at supper time. So glad we found this product 4 stars 
4/8/21

Awesome stuff. Definitely buying the two pack next time.My 3 year old doesn’t even know she’s taking it when I 
add it to her drinks ♥️ 5 stars 4/3/21

This works well mixed with a juice. My child will drink this with a honest kids juice pouch just fine. It works well. 
5 stars 4/3/21

Our son has been constipated his whole life (5 years old now) so I thought he could use the full recommended 
dose. The first 5 days nothing really changed, day 6 was perfect, day 7 severe belly cramps and day 8 SEVERE 
diarrhea! Talked to pediatrician about this and he said to build it up very slowly. Start with a few ml/day and 
slowly give more HyFiber if still constipated. Not every kid needs half a cap of HyFiber apparently. 4 stars 5/3/21

Good product 5 stars 3/22/21 

Has been using product about a month; experienced positive results within the first 3 days; now able to 
experience daily results by using the recommended dosage. 5 stars 3/18/21

This product is very good, it sure does the job that it was intended for. My son was suffering from constipation 
and this product works wonders. I would recommend it anyone. 5 stars 3/9/21

I bought this for my son who struggles with chronic constipation. He’s been on Miralax for years and still really 
struggled. I’m so darn happy to say we started this and life is so so so much better! He’s completely off of 
miralax. He doesn’t ever get the stomach ache that miralax caused. He’s going to the bathroom a few times a 
day every single day. The taste is very mild and pleasant and because he doesn’t associate it with instant tummy 
pain he takes a half a cap like a champ with no problems. I can’t love this product enough!!! 5 stars 3/7/21

“Best product I have found that has a good taste and easy for a child to take. I have a little guy with autism and 
he tends to get constipated, this product has given him the intestinal support that he needed. There is a huge 
connection between the gut and the brain.” 5 stars 2/24/21

Took a week to work, then worked great. 5 stars 2/23/21

This is a game changer! Works great for my son who has autism!!! 5 stars 2/12/21



Great taste, and fast response by the manufacturer. My daughter has really had bad constipation for years. I have 
tried prunes, probiotics everything. Nothing worked long term. I bought this off of the review of another autism 
parent. My daughter has taken it for 12 days now and man what a difference. She is even noticing how much 
easier it is for her to go. It has made such a difference! If you are considering it I say go for it you won’t regret it. 
5 stars 2/11/21

This works so so well. Will definitely be keeping on hand for my one year old daughter. Couldn’t be more 
pleased. Worked within 6 hours after almost a month of constipation issues. 5 stars 2/2/21

 My son likes and it works better his belly so far 5 stars 2/1/2022 

I love this product!! I’ve tried several times to get my little ones to eat more fiber... this is a complicated task 
as kids generally don’t like anything! I’ve tried powders that take too long to dissolve, and really don’t work for 
them unfortunately. This product is a game changer! My little ones had a really hard time going #2, however now 
after taking this for ONLY 2 days, they are going without issue! Please continue to make this product as it is truly 
helpful, And gives parents peace of mind. 5 stars 1/11/21

I was ready to give up on helping my toddler with her constipation due to not eating enough fiber (she doesn’t 
really eat anything but drinking milk). This product brought back the smooth number-2, and makes her business 
goes without the pain and struggle. I’m now nervous if the product ever discontinued. Please continue this 
product as it works wonderfully! 5 stars 12/23/20

The product arrived quickly and took about a week of daily doses to see impacts. We are increasing dosage 
during the 2nd week. We hope this keeps working on our child! 5 stars 12/11/20

Good product!! 5 stars 12/7/20

I will keep buying! This product has been so helpful for my children and my son no longer is wetting his bed due 
to HyFiber. Huge fan. 5 stars 12/6/20

Ordered it for my granddaughter, some results after a few days, but took a week for best results, she’s staying on 
it. 5 stars 12/4/20

Works great, will definitely buy again! 5 stars 12/2/20

Great product, highly recommend. Easy for kids to take. Daughter takes it straight and had to mix it with apple 
juice for son. Cleared up constipation for both, we use it for clean out and maintaining. Other products in the 
past made it worse but this one does the trick. 11/23/20
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